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Abstract

The Kondo effect of the Anderson impurity in a correlated conduction electron system is
studied within the slave boson mean-field theory. The interacting conduction electrons are
described by a Hubbard model with an interaction of strength U. It is shown that the Kondo
temperature TK decreases with an increase of U. In the intermediate regime at half-filling the
exponential scale of the Kondo temperature TK is lost already at the saddle-point level of slave
boson formulation.
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1. Introduction

The problem of magnetic impurities embedded in a system of correlated electrons has attracted

a lot of attention after the discovery of the new heavy fermion compound Nd2-xCexCu0^}'2

The formation of heavy fermions in compounds with actinide or rare-earth elements is explained

by the usual scenario of the Kondo effect, arising from the interaction between a magnetic

impurity and an otherwise noninteracting conduction electrons. The magnetic impurities form

singlets with the conduction electrons with a binding energy of T#, where TK is an exponential

in the inverse impurity-host coupling parameter. The standard Kondo scenario, however, fails

to explain the heavy-fermion behavior observed in doped cuprates such as Nd2-xCexCu0\?^

There are clear indications that the appearance of the heavy quasiparticles in Nd2-xCexCu0<i

must be intimately connected with the strong correlations of the conduction electron in the CuO

planes.

As a first step towards understanding the effect of conduction electron correlations on the

formation of heavy fermions one can consider the Kondo effect of an impurity in an interacting

electron system. Actually one can investigate separately two limits, weak and strong correlations

between host electrons. The effective Hamiltonian for the magnetic impurity coupled with the

Hubbard host electrons was obtained in Ref.4 with the use of the Schrieffer-Wolff transforma-

tion. The influence of weak correlations among the conduction electrons on the Kondo effect

is considered in Ref.5 by means of l/Nf expansion (Nf is the impurity degeneracy). The non-

crossing approximation (NCA) theory was generalized to the interacting case in Ref.6 and the

Kondo spin model was studied in Ref.7. The above calculations carried out in the lowest order

in the Hubbard U approximation shows that weak correlations between conduction electrons

enhance the Kondo temperature.

Beyond the case of the weak electron interaction the theory of the magnetic impurity in 2d

and 3d is not developed sufficiently and one arrives at rather controversial conclusions about the

Kondo effect in interacting electron systems. In Ref.7 the strongly correlated electron system

was modeled by a resonating valence band (RVB) spin liquid, according to this, the effective

density of states in the expression for the Kondo temperature is that of the spinon excitations.

So the Kondo singlet formation energy is enhanced. In Ref.8, the strongly interacting conduction

electron system was treated in the limit of infinite dimensions by using the local impurity self-

consistent approximation (LISA) and it was shown that the Kondo temperature TK decreases

with an increase of U. Moreover, for the intermediate region the usual exponential scale of the

Kondo temperature is lost.

The next very important step, toward constructing a microscopic model of heavy-fermion

behavior in the electron-doped cuprate Nd2-xCexCuOi, is to include the short range correla-

tions of the interacting host electrons. Due to electron doping the antiferromagnetic long-range

order is destroyed but strong short-range antiferromagnetic correlation still prevails. The Nd

spins experience a molecular field from the Cu2+ ions even in the absence of long-range order.

The Zeeman energy in that molecular field provides the low-energy scale of the heavy quasi-

particles in the so-called "Zeeman scenario". In our knowledge, within the approaches used in

Refs.7,8, there is no obvious simply tractable improvement which can be made in order to take

into account short-range correlations between host electrons. In this context the slave boson



formulation proposed by Kotliar and Ruckenstein 9 which may self-consistently incorporate the

short-range order (SRO) at the saddle-point 10 seems to be a suitable approach for the above

problem. However up to now there is no attempt to study the magnetic impurity embedded in

the interacting host electrons by means of the slave boson technique. Only a paper u appeared,

where the Gutzwiller variation method, which is equivalent to the slave boson theory at mean

field level is used to study the periodic Anderson-Hubbard model. It has been shown in this

paper that the electron interaction decreases the Kondo temperature, but the exponential law

remains valid.

In this paper we study the modifications introduced by the electron correlations into the low

energy excitation of a magnetic impurity by using the {/-finite slave boson formulation of the

Hubbard model proposed by Kotliar and Ruckenstein.9 We show that the Kondo temperature

TK descreases with the increase U and, moreover, the exponential scale of the Kondo tempera-

ture is lost already at the saddle-point level for an intermediate interaction. It should encourage

the further incorporation of SRO within the slave boson approach to deal with heavy fermions

in Ndi-xCexCu0\.

2. Model and formalism

To describe the conduction electron interactions we use Hubbard Hamiltonian

CtvCia +

where t{j is the hoping integral between nearest neighbor sites i and j , U is the on-site Coulomb

repulsion between electrons of different spins. \x denotes the chemical potential. The operators
cia (cta) annihilate (create) an electron with spin a at site i and riia = cfacia. The orbital energy

of the magnetic impurity is given by

A+A
fa fa, (2)

a

with ef < 0 and

fa= /.+ (l - flaf-a) • (3)

The operators /+ and fa are the usual fermionic ones. Here we assume that the impurity

contains one orbital, which is either empty or singly occupied. Because of strong correlation

in that orbital, double occupancies are excluded. The coupling of the magnetic impurity to

interacting electrons on a lattice is described by the Anderson interaction:

(4)

where V is the hybridization amplitude and 0 denotes the lattice site to which the impurity is

coupled. The total Hamiltonian reads

H = Hc + Hf + Hc-f. (5)

In order to study an explicit dependence of the Kondo temperature on U we use the finite-C/

slave boson technique in the Kotliar-Ruckenstein version 9 for the conduction electron replacing



the electron operators Cia by the combination of quasiparticle fermion operators c ^ and slave

boson operators: empty ej, double-occupancy d, and single-occupancy magnetic pia, as

4, - 4,
Here

Assuming the infinite Coulomb repulsion for the impurity electrons we use the following slave

boson representation for the impurity electron 12:

(8)

where fa are fermion operators and b is boson.

The resulting Hamiltonian

<ij>,cr

becomes equivalent to (5), provided that the following constraints

Pi = 4*i + EptaPia + 4*i ~ l = 0,

Qta =^tcia -P+PUT - dfdt = 0,

and

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

are satisfied. The constraints can be enforced by introducing Lagrange multipliers A; , Xia and

A0. In this representation, the partition function of the model can be expressed as a functional

integral over the coherent states of the fermion and boson fields:

Z = VeT>PVdVfVbYldXox[1)x\l)e-s,

S=

where the Lagrangian C(T) is given by

(13)

(14)

z\azia

<ij>,a

\W.



iA°(6*6 - 1), (16)

Cc-j{T) = VJ2 (^a4ab*fa + />OaCoCT) • (17)
a

Neglecting the space and time dependence of the fields A- , A^ , A0, b,pia, di, et in a saddle-point

approximation, integrating over the Grassman variables, from (13) we obtain for the free energy:

FMF = N [ud2 + \^(d2 + 2p2 + e2 - 1) + A<2>(nc - 2d2 - 2p2)]

+ ($ - ef)(b
2 - 1) - - J^ ^ [-G-l(k;un)\ - - ^ l n ["G/^K)] • (18)

In the above equation TV is the number of lattice sites, nc stands for the host electron number.

The Lagrange multiplier A0 is absorbed in the effective impurity level cy. The host electron

Green function Gc{k; omegan) and impurity one G/(ujn), respectively, are given by

Gc(k; un) = . 1 — , (19)
iujn + fi - qe(k)

= ~— i • (20)
tU)n + [I — €f —

with T,imp(ujn) being impurity self energy:

tmp(Wn) = V 2_^,Gc{k\UJn), (21)
k

while V = v ^ W is the normalized hybridization, and e(k) is the Fourier transformation of tij,.

The normalization factor q = z2
a is conveniently expressed in terms of the doping 8 = 1 — nc

and the saddle-point value of the single-occupancy and double-occupancy numbers x — e + d,

introduced by Vollhardt et al 13

o 2 4 c2

The self-consistent saddle-point equations are derived by minimizing the free energy FMF with

respect to the parameters e,d,p, ef, and b:



with

~~ ~ ~ »n). (28)

From (23)-(25) by eliminating the Lagrange multipliers 14 we obtain the optimization equation

of the Gutzwiller approximation for the correlated host electron in the presence of the impurity

We note that the last two terms of the expression (28) arise from the influence of the impurity

on the electron host lattice. For small U in the wide band limit the impurity self-energy is pure

imaginary and these terms cancel each other. For intermediate U by the numerical evaluation

we found that their contribution is small compared to the first term. So in the following 7Z is

taken as the averaged energy by site of the noninteracting host electron. The effective /-level

€j and the saddle-point value b may be obtained from the system of equations (24) and (25),

which may be rewritten as follows

e7 -ef = JLf de nF (e) Im [Eimp (e + irj) Gj (e + ir])], (30)
7T J-oo

b2 - 1 = - / " denF (e) ImG/ (e + 177), (31)

where the impurity Green function Gf and self-energy are rewritten, respectively, as

[]"1, (32)

Z->imp \z) — / . 77T' {"")

~' z — qe (fc)

and nF(e) — 11 + exp (^7^ ) is the Fermi function. The chemical potential \x may be calcu-

lated from the relation n = — § ^ which gives

l-6=-['ldenF{e)Gc(e + iri). (34)
vr J-00

The Kondo temperature defined as the ground state energy of the impurity gain due to the

hybridization with the host electrons can be written as

6/ - c / ) (b2-l)~ - nF(e)Im (lnG/(e)). (35)
' v ' J — 0 0 7T

Equations (22),(29)-(35) express in closed form the Kondo temperature in terms of the opti-

mized parameters of the Hubbard and impurity subsystems for arbitrary values of U and for

any doping 8.



3. Discussions and conclusions

Without losing the physical senses we can use a Lorentzian density of states for uncorrelated

electrons:

M ) ( 3 6 )

where D is the noninteracting conduction band width. Then for the impurity self-energy we

have

E ( ) ( 3 7 )

Before investigating the Kondo temperature in the intermediate and strong region of the inter-

action U, we consider first the limits of weak interaction (U « D). For weak correlations q ~ 1

the conduction band width is the largest in the energy scale, so the impurity self energy may be

approximated as E ( » = - i ^ - = -iA. Then from (30),(31) and (37) at T = OK we have

•nD qD

In the Kondo limit (|e/| > > ^-) it gives

2V* y/K + „
I ^ e , . (38)

(39)

with the effective Kondo coupling
2V2

J

and density of state of uncorrelated electrons at Fermi level po = ^j- It reproduces the result

of the Gutzwiller variational method n with 2V2 for the single impurity in the numerator of

(29) instead of AV2 for the lattice cas e.11 We note that chemical potential /x depends on the

interaction U. In the weak coupling limit:11

H(U) cz n(0) + aU (41)

with a being some positive constant (a = \ for half filling case).

So due to the combined effect of the prefactor qD < D and the exponent the Kondo energy

decreases with the increase of U. As it was noted in Ref.ll, it may be interpreted as the increase

in energy of the virtual state in the spin-exchange process because in the virtual state a host

site is douply occupied. However, it is in contradiction with the widely believed result.5"8 In

order to analyse this discrepancy we rewrite the exponent in (39) in the form:

(42)

and compare it with Ref.5. Taking into account ^ - correction, in Ref.5 one found three terms:

the first two are similar to (42) and the third one is related to the enhancement of spin fluc-

tuations of the host electrons. In the Kondo limit the latter dominates, so overall the Kondo



temperature increases for small U. It is clear that the l/Nf expansion result may be obtained

within the slave boson approach by going beyond mean field approximation to take into account

the Gaussian fluctuations of the impurity fields / and 6.15

For the intermediate and strong interaction region the correlation induced narrowing of the

host electron band becomes important, so the real part of the impurity self-energy (37) cannot

be neglected.

Inserting (37) into (32), from (30),(31) and (35) we obtain for T = OK:

2q2V2D //* (z-?f)(z
2 + q2D2) _, . ,

e _ c = Ji / \ /A « / _ ^ dZ} 4 3

^ef){z2 + q2D2)- ~"

2 2q2b2V2D2 [» (z2 + q2D2

Jb1 - 1 = H I v- ' - ' i 2 d z , (44)
>[{z-es){z2 + q2D2)-

q2b2V2D
dz a r c t a n ^ r— . (45)

( ) ( 2 2D2) b2V2 '

System of Eqs (43)-(45) may be evaluated only numerically. In order to compare our result with

LISA approach we consider in the following the half-filling nc = 1. In this case \i — ^ and we

have

n=-—In2. (46)
7T

The band narrowing factor q can be expressed in the form:

r) . (47)

where Uc is the Brinkman-Rice critical localization edge:

(48)

The case of interest is the metallic regime of the host, so we performed numerical calculations

for U < Uc ~ 1.75Z?. We used in our calculations the same values of ref.8 ey = —0.67 and

ef = -0 .3, V2 < 0.1 (all parameters are in units of D). Figure 1 represents the dependence of

the Kondo energy on V2. Figure 2 shows the decrease of TK with the U increase. Comparing

our Fig.l and Fig.2 with Fig.5 and Fig.6 in Ref.8 we note that in intermediate region the slave

boson formulation reproduced all main physical features obtained by using LISA approach for

the magnetic impurity embedded in the correlated host electrons, namely, (1) TK decreases with

the increases of U. (2) the exponential scale of TK is lost already for U ~ 0.7Z?. (3) There is

a pronounced maximum for large value of U. We did not give here the physics behind these

effects as it was discussed in detail in Ref.8.

In conclusion by means of the slave boson theory at saddle-point level we have shown that

the Kondo temperature decreases with an increase of the interaction U, in agreement with the

Gutzwiller variational method for small U-11 In the intermediate and strong correlation region

we found that the exponential scale of the Kondo temperature is lost. Combining the present



results with that obtained in LISA approach 8 we believe that the total effect of the intermediate

and strong correlations among the host electrons is to decrease the Kondo temperature, which

is just the opposite of that found in Ref.7. As it was noted in Ref.ll this discrepancy may arise

from the fact that, in Ref.7, the coupling of the impurity with the host electrons is described by

the Kondo Hamiltonian. It appears that the Kondo impurity Hamiltonian with a Hubbard host

is not the effective one for an Anderson impurity in the same Hubbard bath. It is worth noting

that the slave boson treatment presented in this paper is much simpler than the two above

mentioned methods. Besides, the self-consistent incorporation of SRO at saddle-point may give

a possibility to get closer to the realistic situation prevailing in Nd,2-xCexCu04. This will be

left for further study.
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Figure 1: TK dependence on ^ for different values of U and £/ = -0.67. TK and all parameters
are in units of D.
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Figure 2: TK as a function of U for V2 — 0.01, e/ = -0.67 (lower curve), and ey = -0.3 (upper
curve).
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